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Boxed Edge Road Sign - Slippery
Car 900mm

Product Images

Short Description

This sign features a black car indicating a slip hazard or slippery surface on a safety yellow background, and is
printed on Class 1 Reflective material measuring 600mm x 900mm. With a sturdy boxed edge, it offers
strength and stability in traffic and roadwork applications, or as a safety message to warn motorists of road
surface hazards ahead.
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Description

Strong, lightweight aluminium construction, this sign clearly communicates a road slip hazard ahead with an
easily recognisable black slippery car diagram on high contrast safety yellow.

Available in 600mm x 900mm wide size, this sign is perfect for roadworks, construction, traffic and civil works
where new road surfaces, winding roads or changed traffic conditions pose a risk to regular traffic. Made
from strong, durable Class 1 Reflective material, this pictogram slippery car sign offers long-range visibility
day or night and helps to warn traffic of upcoming slip hazards, especially during road works and new road
surfacing.

The boxed edge offers extra stability and support making it suitable for short or long term use. Jaybro carries
a wide range of safety, directional, traffic and road signs - we have over 9000 road signs in stock at all times!
This slippery car picture sign is also available as part of our multi-message signs; made up of a simple steel
frame and interchangeable 5mm Corflute signs that can be combined to show a series of messages for your
particular needs.

Complementary messages such as Rough Surface, Loose Surface and Soft Edges are also available. If you
need a custom message sign, Jaybro is a leader in custom printed reflective road signage that complies with
day and night visibility requirements. Contact our customer service team for more information on custom
traffic signs.

Additional Information

CODE T3-3A

U.O.M Each

Legend Style Symbol

Arrow Direction No Arrow

Height 600 mm
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